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INNOVATIVE MOBILE 

Fields: Live Web Page 
  

 
You can add links to different websites to your library's app. When a patron taps the link in the app, 
their device displays the page in a browser within the app. This can be helpful if you already 
maintain pages on your library's website for events, news, or other information that you want to 
highlight without recreating this information in the app. 
 
How to get here in the Mobile Administrative Interface 
Content > Add new Content > Live Web Page 
 

 
 
Content > [click a Live Web Page content item] 
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When you create or edit a link to a web page, there are many fields that you can see, but you only 
need to edit the following fields: 
 
Name 
Specifies a name for this link that displays in the Admin console. This name also displays in the 
drop-down list when you edit a tab on the Mobile Apps page, so choose a name that you can easily 
recognize when selecting content items. 
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Web URL 
Specifies the URL to the web page that you want to display in your library's app. For example, 
https://www.mylibrary.org/summer-events. 
 
Publish - Mobile 
You must select this checkbox to create or save a Live Web Page. After selecting this checkbox, the 
Published Title, Published Description, and other fields display below the Mobile checkbox. You can 
ignore these fields, as they do not have any impact on how the web page is displayed in the Mobile 
App. 
 
Advanced Settings 
 

Option Description 

Thumbnail 
Image 

Specifies the graphic that is used in the mobile app with the link to the web 
page. The optimum size for a thumbnail in the mobile app is 200 x 200 pixels. 

Carousel 
Image This option does not affect the mobile app. 

Poster Image This option does not affect the mobile app. 

Region This option does not affect the mobile app. 

Back Color This option does not affect the mobile app. 

Publish to 
Screen This option does not affect the mobile app. 

Owner 
If your account controls multiple child accounts, this specifies which of the 
child accounts controls this content. The owner and parent accounts can both 
edit this content, but other child accounts do not have access to it. 

Pixel Size This option does not affect the mobile app. 

 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
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